
 

Books by Kessily Lewel & Sadie Marks 

Do you have them all? 

 

 

Spoiler alert!  

This check list will list the major tropes and list some potential triggers which may ruin surprise 

twists. If you have no triggers and prefer to be surprised, please download the OTHER 

checklist, it’s spoiler free. 

I can’t guarantee nothing else will trigger you in these books because triggers can be very 

individual, but these are the ones I thought might be an issue. That’s the best I can do. I hope it 

helps! 

All my books are kinky and all of them have spanking, punishments, and D/s relationships so I 

don’t feel like I need to list that in any case. 

As they are romance all books end with at least a HFN if they are in a series, or a HEA. 

 

Kessily Lewel 

Gifted Affinities (Paranormal/ Ghost&Medium) 

Tropes: Forced Proximity, Doomed Love (though there is a HEA in book two), 

Paranormal Romance, Virgin Because of Circumstances 

Possible triggers: NC punishment in the beginning, later accepted and desired, forced 

exhibitionism (due to circumstances), some native slurs from the villain.   

☐A Haunting Experience 

☐Awakened with a touch 



 

Timeless Love (Paranormal/ Time Travel) 

Tropes: Fated Love, White Knight/Hero, Broken Heart Rebound, Evil Ex, Love 

Transcends Time. 

Possible triggers: Being dumped leading to depression and dangerous behavior. (Early 

in first book) 

☐In Time for Love 

☐Nothing But Time 

☐No Time Like the Present 

 

Daddy Takes the Reins (Contemporary/ Cowboy/ Daddy kink with no ageplay or 

Littles) 

Tropes: Second Chance Romance, Meddling Parent(s), Daddy Kink, Childhood Friends 

to Lovers, Commitment Issues. 

Possible triggers: They are a RACK (Risk Aware Consensual Kink) couple who do not 

use safewords during punishment, by the submissive’s choice and request. Death of a 

parent, grief. 

☐Claiming His Brat 

☐Taming His Brat 

☐Keeping His Brat 

☐ Forever His Brat 

 

☐ Daddy Takes the Reins Box Set (includes books 1-4 which are a complete story arc) 

 

 

 

 

 



Action Daddy (Contemporary/ Daddy/DDlg) 

Tropes: DDlg, Littles, Non-sexual Ageplay, Doesn’t Trust Those Guys, Been Hurt 

Before, Secret Romance, Age-gap Romance (10 years). 

Possible Triggers: Ageplay (non-sexual) 

☐Lights, Camera, Daddy! 
 

☐Revenge of the Daddy! 
 

☐The Daddy Returns 

 

The Krampus Collective (Holiday/ Paranormal) 

Tropes: Krampus, Paranormal Romance, For Your Own Good, Holiday Romance, 

Monster/Mythological Creature Romance, Big Bad Magical vs. Ordinary Human, 

Interspecies Romance. 

Possible triggers: Follows Krampus lore, including NC punishment and kidnapping. 

☐Daddy Krampus 

☐Krampus Sir 

☐Krampus Doms (MFM) 

☐ Lord Krampus (Specific trigger: has reference to human trafficking on the part of the villain.) 

☐ Krampus Zaddy 

 

☐ With Krampus for the Holidays Box Set (includes: Daddy Krampus, Krampus Sir, Krampus 

Doms) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stand-alone books: 

☐Mastering Amari – originally named Enslaved by Magic. (Paranormal/Contemporary) 

Tropes: Forced Proximity, Cursed Heroine, Paranormal Romance, The Power of Love, Secret 

Baby, Trapped by Circumstances, Tragic Past, Afraid to Lose Her. 

Possible triggers: Amari is a genie doomed to be owned by whoever owns her bottle and must 

obey—her past is dark and filled with abuse but most of it is heavily implied and not detailed. 

That being said everything still manages to be pretty consensual with her love interest. 

 

☐Architect of His Desire (Contemporary/ Office) 

Tropes: Office Relationship, Boss/Employee,  

Possible Triggers: The opening scene appears non-consensual until context is applied. 

 

Shared World Series 

Master of the Zodiac (A contemporary paranormal romance shared world series.) The books 

are stand-alone and each one is written by a different author. There will be some minor 

interactions between books as part of the shared world. 

☐ Scorpio – Book Two 

Tropes: Dark Secrets, Second-Chance Romance, Hidden Past, Sworn Off Relationships, Revenge 

Against Ex, Starting Over, Trying Again, Avoiding Destiny, Avoiding Fate, Rejecting the Call, 

Can’t Fight Fate, Betrayal, Lovers Forced to Opposite Sides, Outside Forces Tearing Them Apart 

Possible triggers: The tropes make this sound darker than it is. 

The relationship starts under a false pretense because Natalie was sent to make Cole fall for her. 

They are rivals for a special destiny, but he’s not aware of it. She is. Lots of secret keeping but 

only on her side. 

 

The feelings turn real for her too almost immediately, however, and she eventually ends up 

trapped in her lies and has to leave Cole abruptly, breaking his heart. 

Years later he finds her in a volunteer slave auction and buys her contract with the intent to get 

his revenge and he is cold and a little cruel at first, but it doesn’t last long. 

Some war/death scenes. They are brief and not too graphic, but he is an ex-soldier. 

Threats of public humiliation. (turn-on for her) 



 

 

Anthologies:  

☐ Snowbound (Limited edition. Available until February) 

No triggers in my story that I’m aware of. 

☐ Cowboy Fever (Limited edition. Available until late January.) 

Contains the Nick and Katie prequel (from Daddy Takes the Reins) 

No triggers in my story that I’m aware of. 

☐ Kisses and Kink (No longer available) 

☐ Dirty Daddies (No longer available) 

☐Shifting Hearts (No longer available) 

 

 

 

 

 

Sadie Marks 

 

Rise of the Sadecs (Sci-Fi/ Alien abduction) 

Tropes: Interspecies Romance, Alien Abduction, Non-standard Mating, Mars Needs 

Women/Men (In this case gender is irrelevant), Official Couple, Special Mating Needs, Bizarre 

Alien Biology  

Possible triggers: The Sadec used to kidnap humans, but now they have a deal for volunteers. 

They have not returned the humans they took before though, so the series includes a mix of 

humans who volunteered and some who were outright kidnapped and stolen away by the 

Sadec race. There is quasi-C and NC. 

 

The Sadecs believe in sharing what they treasure most, that includes their humans. Public 

punishment, sometimes harsh punishment. 

☐ Surrendering to Her General 

☐ Taken by the Renegade 

 



Anthologies: 

☐ Dirty Discipline Volume One of the Dirty Discipline Duet 

Probably a variety of triggers in here. My own story includes being compelled to mate 

against her will, due to biological imperatives and non-con punishment. 

☐ Cyber Pulse (No longer available) 

☐ Alien Seduction (No longer available) 

☐ Stolen and Seduced (No longer available) 

☐ Captured and Captivated (No longer available) 

☐ Dark Galaxies (No longer available) 

 

 

 


